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Contrary to John Rawls, a question such as "Are there any human rights?" cannot be answered independently of certain answers provided in other areas of philosophical inquiry. We must begin by considering whether standards exist by reference to which we can determine whether some supposed thing or type of entity could exist. Then we need to consider what the specific standards are concerning the kind of thing we are supposing to exist. Then we must examine what reason there might be for supposing that this type of thing exists and determine whether these are sufficient reasons. In between several metatheoretical problems need to be handled, for instance, what counts as sufficient reason pertaining to a determination of the existence of the kind of thing we are supposing.

Human rights are rights we are supposed to have by virtue of being human beings. In other words, we might have rights as students, members of faculty council, citizens of Great Britain, soldiers, etc. We might also have rights of the sort that we can claim in courts of law, namely positive rights, those a government would accept because it has conferred them on us. Thus certain people have the right to drive cars, others trucks, and yet others are entitled to fly airplanes. Some have the right to administer medical treatment, others to render verdicts, and still others to store and consume dangerous drugs, simply because the government has said so.

Human rights are different, if they exist at all. Presumably a human right concerns certain entitlements we hold simply because we are human. To know which these entitlements might be requires a conception of human nature. If no defensible conception of human nature is possible, then the idea of human rights is necessarily shaky, at best conventional—i.e., derived from what has been widely accepted as the meaning of “human” with no necessary connection between that meaning and certain facts concerning us.

It is well known that human rights theory had prominence as natural rights theory. Subsequently human rights theory lost prominence, although here and there philosophers tried to defend a conception of human rights independently of the content of natural rights theory. Natural rights theory explicitly adhered to some idea of human nature. Accordingly John Locke, for example, believed that by nature we are all in a "state of perfect freedom to order [our] actions and dispose of [our] possessions and persons as [we] think fit, within the bounds of the law of nature. . . ." While the thesis is not explicit, Locke seemed to conceive of
realizes this when he hints at the natural law foundations of his theory of rights. Nozick, following Locke (in part) admits outright the gap in his political theory left by the lack of moral foundations. Nevertheless, to do justice to the present task, some effort will be made to provide the basis for human rights as here understood.

To know whether a moral theory is a good one it is necessary to know what a moral theory is. It is an answer to a basic question, namely “How should we, as human beings, conduct ourselves in life?” For present purposes the doctrine of free will must be accepted, for ethical and political issues involving what people ought to do or refrain from doing generally presuppose that human beings can make choices concerning their conduct.

What is now at issue is the standard by which we can judge which ethical position is the correct or best one of those proposed. Given an understanding of the nature of morality, the best moral position would have to be a system of guidelines all human beings can implement and apply—although it may be that very few actually make use of it. And the best bona fide moral position would have to be the most comprehensive, consistent, and generally theoretically powerful among those proposed. In this respect ethics must meet criteria similar to those that must be satisfied in science and technology.

Traditionally natural rights theory is linked to various forms of egoism, but as part of a comprehensive normative theory only ethical egoism could give human rights a firm foundation. This consideration undermines both Hobbes' and Locke's theories of rights, as pointed out by Leo Strauss and C. B. Macpherson recently. Locke did, however, mention the natural inclination human beings have toward their own happiness, and this admittedly somewhat vague egoism managed to give his natural rights theory something like an ethical foundation. (As to whether “natural inclination” was supposed to mean some sort of psychological drive or something akin to the classical, Aristotelian idea that by nature human beings are properly directed toward happiness is not clear from Locke's own discussion.) This link between natural human rights and certain versions of egoism provides a clue to where we might find some support for the existence of human rights.

In fact, however, no form of modern egoism, based on an essentially mechanistic conception of human nature and action, can give support to human rights. Such egoism is false, both because of its reductionistic view of human nature (as complex Newtonian machines) and because it is ultimately incapable of making sense of the concept “ought.”

A form of egoism I shall call classical will succeed in the “competition” for the best ethical system. It is the egoism we find in Aristotle. It holds that each person has as his or her proper goal in life his or her happiness, the achievement of which requires adhering to a standard derived from an understanding of human nature. Happiness, the successful life of a rational animal, is each person’s natural and proper goal, and its achievement is ensured by living in accordance with a code or standard of conduct based on what human nature is.

Since human nature is free and rational—i.e., each individual can initiate or choose to engage in rational thought—it is such principles of conduct that are in accord with the requirement of a free and rational life that each person should invoke in life.

The principles of conduct are numerous. Their interpretation probably infinite,
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theory\textsuperscript{18}—then standards of conduct enabling each person to achieve his or her happiness define the proper domain of liberty in a human community.

For example, if we should pursue our happiness, then we may not be means to others' ends, and our lives must be for us to live. To deny this would be to allow that it is proper for a person to have the conduct of his or her life be determined for another's purposes, another's happiness, by another person. So each person possesses the natural human right to life—to the unobstructed effort to exist on his or her own. Thus no one's life ought to be taken (except when that life becomes an unavoidable threat to one's own, which is implicit in the universalizable character of any human right).

Again, the right to liberty is necessary to choose one's conduct and what goals will be pursued for the sake of achieving one's proper end, namely happiness. This has been indicated as implicit in any ethical system, but it now becomes directly wedded to classical egoism. Because one's happiness requires one's own choice to live by the moral standards that make happiness possible, the proper moral sphere includes liberty of conduct (again, universalized).

Furthermore, being a biological, living entity, one's happiness or success as the sort of thing one is requires achieving goals suited to biological beings, namely nourishment, shelter, pleasure, joy, security, health, etc. Combined with the needs and delights proper to a rational being, e.g., creativity, love, education, culture, travel, etc., it is appropriate for each person to live productively, to produce, acquire, trade, bequeath, and receive what can be made useful for these purposes. That is to say, each person possesses the natural human right to property—to produce, to acquire, to trade, etc.

Related to more particular circumstances, for instance the machinations of civil society, these rights may well entail others, for instance what we know as civil rights.\textsuperscript{16} To act in liberty can involve speaking, writing, assembling, producing, composing, publishing, and a host of other varieties of human action that could be specified in elaborate codes of law. But these are relative to the age in which one lives, one's professional expertise, one's special endeavors, etc. Nevertheless, the special rights one may acquire in civil society can be traced to certain natural human rights—as, for instance, the rights of union members derive from contractual involvement, a course of conduct each person has a right to pursue as a human being living in the community of others.

My task here has been to give a brief outline of the case for the existence of human rights in the tradition of Locke, based on the natural law or naturalistic moral tradition of Aristotle, with the special addition of what I have called classical egoism to enable me to specify the rights such a theory would specify. I must emphasize that this has been an outline, although here and there I have endeavored to elaborate on several of the points I could only introduce in the present paper.

Instead of considering the objections here, I leave to critics the task of showing the weaknesses of the thesis before them. Hopefully such efforts will produce additional work on the topic at hand.
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human nature as characterized by freedom of choice and the capacity for action somewhat along the lines of Aristotle’s rational animal.

I have argued elsewhere that an obstacle to Locke’s views on human nature as characterized by freedom of choice and the capacity for action is the lines of Aristotle’s rational animal. The nature of something that proved vulnerable from Humean empiricism, not moral theory per se. Lockean naturalism relied on the nature of something that proved vulnerable from Humean empiricism, not moral theory per se. Natural rights are considered too fixed to serve as guidelines to life. It must be flexible, so it could not have a moral foundation consistent with a fixed human nature.

In our day empiricism, the major foe of classical naturalism—metaethics of natural rights theory—is no longer viewed as self-evident. Perhaps natural rights can now be reexamined.

Natural rights may indeed be rights we possess by virtue of our nature. But what are rights, precisely?

In Locke, as well as in ordinary conceptions and some recent positions, rights are principles of social justice. Vlastos says the fundamental place... in our scheme of justice.” Nozick agrees with this fashion does not imply that the actions available will in fact right to use the faculty club does not entail that one will or on club.

If rights are as here conceived, human rights might best be those conditions others should make possible for us in virtue of our nature. We refer to their rights, we tend to mean those conditions others make possible for others which enable them to act to their benefit. (Of course, entail this fashion does not imply that the actions available will in fact right to use the faculty club does not entail that one will or on club.)

None of this shows that human rights exist. Only what they usually have to be if they did exist.

Now we need to turn briefly to what it might be for a human being qua being, or reality as reality. Reality as reality. It turn out invariably to be disguised queries about the meanings and roles in our discourse of the words ‘being,’ ‘existence.

The context of the question is moral and political theory. In tence pertains to whether certain principles of conduct are to be about whether human rights exist is a question about whether communities everyone should act to ensure certain conditions for the members. So is there any condition that everyone should er else?

This question cannot be answered without reference to a m
depending on circumstances individuals encounter in living. Such virtues as courage, moderation, prudence, justice, integrity, honesty, self-respect, and productivity, loyalty, generosity, etc. might be among the set of rational moral standards that each person must live by in order to achieve the goal proper to each human being, namely happiness.

This classical egoism is hinted at in the human rights traditionally associated with the American political tradition, when we note that each person has the unalienable right to pursue happiness.

Whether the human right to the pursuit of happiness exists can only be determined by learning whether the best moral system available to us would imply that in society each person should abstain from preventing others to pursue their happiness—i.e., to act in terms of the virtues specified in the classical egoist system. In other words, whether the right to the pursuit of happiness exists depends on whether classical egoism is the right ethical system.

At this stage it will not be possible to prove that classical egoism is the right—as right can be in this field of inquiry—system of ethics. What is possible is to consider what at the minimum would any system of ethics imply as proper social conditions, principles appropriate for living in a community. I need to make clear that even that minimum requires more than can be done here—for supposing that each ethical system requires that certain courses of conduct be chosen by moral agents, i.e., that each person must choose to be good and cannot be made good, it is still inadequate to have this be demonstrated unless the conception of good presupposed in ethics as such is explicated.

Nevertheless, assuming that some system of ethics is correct, it is necessary for any system of ethics that morality be a matter of choice. Both Aristotle, the egoist in the sense I use the term, and Kant, the anti-egoist, would require this much of any bona fide ethical system.

If that is so, then the very possibility of the existence of certain ethical principles—i.e., the truth of certain basic moral judgments—would imply certain social conditions as proper for a human community. Each person's sphere of moral authority would be appropriately left unabridged, unviolated. In short, each individual's natural human right to liberty is implied in any bona fide moral system. I have already indicated that any ethical system must impose the responsibility for moral choices on each human being. Therefore, we have achieved more than what Hart has in his paper where he proves only a conditional claim, namely that if there exist moral rights, then the natural right to liberty must exist. Because some system of ethics must be correct—the meaningfulness and naturalness of the central question of ethics imply that much—and any bona fide system requires moral responsibility, the social condition of such responsibility, namely liberty, is right for each person.

To specify the moral sphere of each person it is necessary, however, to accomplish more. Some ethical system must be proven correct so as to determine what standards of conduct we should invoke in guiding our conduct. This will in turn enable us to identify the sphere or realm of conduct where our liberty is to be respected—protected and preserved.

If I am correct that classical egoism is right—and I have elsewhere tried to demonstrate this much by requiring that any bona fide ethics be naturalistic and by showing that among naturalistic ethics classical ethical egoism is the best
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